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P R E PA R I N G F O R
THE FUTURE
A N E W WAY AT
VIENNA AIRPORT
Located at the very heart of Europe, Vienna Airport (VIE) is a strategically
important airport in the region. VIE has made substantial progress in the past
year in terms of the expansion and modernisation of infrastructure, its strategy
to save costs and increase productivity, and the strengthening of its non-aviation
business. Ross Falconer spoke to the Management Board – Julian Jäger, Chief
Operating Officer, and Günther Ofner, Chief Financial Officer.

Vienna Airport is an important
hub towards Eastern Europe for
Austria’s economic landscape.
Several multinational companies
operate their Central and
Eastern Europe businesses from
regional headquarters located
in and around Vienna.

VIE is the leading hub to Eastern Europe and a point-to-point
destination for Austria’s tourism sector. More than 20,000
employees are working in 230 companies onsite.

Meanwhile, for the tourism sector,
VIE is the country’s main gateway
to the world. Julian Jäger, Chief
Operating Officer, explained that the
airport is providing support with two
strategies – being an efficient hub
to Eastern European destinations,
and providing good services as
a point-to-point destination.
More than 300 company headquarters
are based around the airport and the
consistent network of routes from VIE
to Eastern European countries is vital

The VIE Management Board –
Julian Jäger, Chief Operating
Officer, and Günther Ofner, Chief
Financial Officer.

to these organisations. Meanwhile,
with more than 20,000 employees in
230 companies onsite, the airport is
one of the biggest employers in the
eastern part of Austria. Günther Ofner,
Chief Financial Officer, added that
each additional one million passengers
generates 1,000 new jobs.
The airport has demonstrated
sound performance in 2013 through
cost discipline in what has been a
difficult year for the aviation industry.
Flughafen Wien Group recorded a
+2.8% increase in revenue to €470.3
million in the first three quarters of
the year, while EBITDA rose by an
impressive +9.7% to €191.5 million. Net

profit for the period reached €64.3
million, meaning the full-year target of
€65 million had almost been met by
the end of Q3.
“A number of external factors made
this year extremely challenging
from a traffic standpoint and our
activities remain focused on cost
efficiency, productivity improvement
and the realisation of new earning
opportunities,” explained Jäger.
“Positive aspects included the growth
trend in cargo, the slightly higher
number of passengers in October and
new frequencies and connections.”
VIE recorded a slight -0.9% decrease
in passengers to 16.7 million for the
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Jäger: “In retail and F&B we
are focusing on a strong quality
improvement. With the opening of
Check-in 3 and the modernisation
of the older terminal parts, we are
getting additional attractive space
for new shops and restaurants.”

first 10 months of 2013. This decline is
attributable to a number of external
factors, including the severe winter
weather at airports across Europe,
airline and airport strikes and the
resulting flight reductions and
cancellations, the Yen devaluation,
political unrest in Egypt and ongoing
capacity adjustments by the airlines.
The latest figures for October 2013
are positive, showing a +1% year-onyear growth to 2.01 million passengers
as well as a +1.2% rise in local
passengers to 1.35 million and a +0.6%
increase in transfer passengers to
more than 635,000. For the full year
2013, VIE expects a total passenger
development in the range of -1% to
+1% related to 2012. This would end
up in a sum of around 22 million
passengers per year. In the last years
VIE had strong growth rates mostly
higher than the European average and
is clearly concentrating on gaining
significant growth in the next years
again. New destinations with Newark
and Manchester in 2014 show positive
signals, but the aviation business will
stay tough in the near future.
Quite good signals from one of VIE’s

subsidiaries: Malta Airport – a key
investment of Vienna Airport – handled
around 3.16 million passengers during
the first nine months of 2013, for an
impressive increase of +9% or more
than 260,000 passengers.

INFRASTRUCTURE
MODERNISATION
VIE has introduced several initiatives
to reduce costs and improve
productivity, as well as gaining
additional revenues from new sources,
such as real estate. “The key objective
is to reduce the company’s net debt
significantly, so as to improve our
standing on the financial market,” said
Ofner. “This is necessary regarding
future investment projects with a high
cost impact, like a third runway. Here
we are in a very good way.”
Non-aviation activities, including
real estate, parking, retail and
F&B, contribute a third of VIE’s
total revenue. Parking and retail, in
particular, are key drivers. The Retail &
Properties segment recorded a +0.9%
increase in the past year to revenues
of €91.6 million, and the airport’s
objective is to continue that growth.

Jäger commented: “In retail and F&B
we are focusing on a strong quality
improvement. With the opening of
Check-in 3 and the modernisation
of the older terminal parts, we are
getting additional attractive space for
new shops and restaurants. Numerous
shops have opened in the last few
months and several more will follow.
A big step will be undertaken with the
modernisation of Pier West.”
Ofner added: “We are also
concentrating very strongly on
our real estate business. A hot
topic is the expansion of hotel
infrastructure onsite, where we are
focusing on a provider in the midprice segment. The tender for a new
partner is already published and
we are looking for partners. Further
projects in the fields of conferencing
and logistic opportunities are
also part of our strategy.”
Increasing service quality and
enhancing the passenger experience
are key near-term targets for VIE.
It has launched an internal service
quality enhancement programme,
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VIE has made substantial progress in the
past year in terms of the expansion and
modernisation of infrastructure.

which has generated more than 120
individual projects. Many of these are
already finalised, while the others are
either in progress or being planned,
and will be rolled-out in the coming
months. The examples are myriad,
and include the installation of a family
service counter and several security
support counters for passengers at the

security lanes, the introduction of new
boarding procedures, the expansion
of free WiFi and mobile services, and
the installation of new information
screens in all terminals. Empowering
the passenger is at the heart of many
of the airport’s initiatives; self-service
check-in is already well established at
VIE, and it will undertake an evaluation

period for self bag drop in 2014.
Before the opening of Checkin 3, the design capacity of the
old infrastructure was 16 million
passengers per year, and the airport
was in fact handling 21 million annual
passengers. Clearly the opening
of Check-in 3 was an extremely
important development for the whole
airport system and, in particular, in
terms of enhancing the passenger
experience. The opening also
heralded the beginning of an ongoing
modernisation process for the airport
infrastructure. “We immediately
refurbished Terminal 1 and some older
gate areas. The modernisation of
Terminal 2 is planned for the coming
years. In parallel, we focus on the
modernisation of all retail and F&B
areas,” explained Jäger.

Increasing service quality and enhancing
the passenger experience are key nearterm targets for VIE. It has launched an
internal service quality enhancement
programme, which has generated more
than 120 individual projects, like the new
information screens in Check-in 1.
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Non-aviation
activities,
including
real estate,
parking, retail
and F&B,
contribute a
third of VIE’s
total revenue.

STRENGTHENING LONG-HAUL
AND TRANSFER TRAFFIC
Of course, to maintain its role as an
efficient hub for Eastern Europe,
particularly for Austria’s economy,
it is important to convey to the
airlines that they can achieve their
long-term growth ambitions at
VIE. It is from this perspective that
the proposed third runway is so
important. “Right now the number
of flight movements is decreasing
and runway capacity is sufficient,”
commented Ofner. “But the growth
will for sure return again – all figures
show a steady growth perspective
for the global aviation business. For
that reason, we will need to provide
additional capacity on the ground.”
VIE’s flight schedule in 2013 saw
the opening of several new routes,
including a new long haul-destination
to Chicago by Austrian Airlines, the
expansion of routes to Greece by
NIKI, a Germania service to Bremen,
Alitalia to Milan Linate and Condor
to Mombasa. Another very important
new destination that will be launched
in May 2014 is Manchester, where VIE
sees strong market demand. “We still
see clear growth potential in long-haul
routes at VIE, where we do not offer
very much at present,” stated Jäger.
“Austrian Airlines started a Chicago
service in 2013, which is developing
quite well, and will open a further
long-haul destination with Newark
in 2014. Supporting long-haul is a
strategic issue for VIE and we are
providing a very attractive incentive

model for new connections. Another
strategic issue is to strengthen transfer
traffic, as this is a solid part of our hub
strategy for Eastern Europe.”
Looking ahead to 2014, VIE’s main
strategic objectives are to increase
productivity, achieve a further
reduction of costs and, on the market
side, a steady improvement in service
quality, the enhancement of retail
and more long-haul destinations. “We
are on-track and especially in terms
of cost-cutting and service quality
we have really moved forward in the
last few months,” said Jäger. “An
important step will be undertaken
in 2014 with the modernisation of
Pier West, an old part of the terminal
infrastructure, and a lot of new shops
and restaurants will be developed in

that period of time. Long-haul is a
mid-term strategic issue and remains
challenging as the aviation business is,
globally, in a difficult situation.”
Ofner added that the reduction of costs
and further improvement of net debt
are key issues for the company in 2014
and beyond. “Therefore, we also need
to really calculate our next investment
projects very clearly to keep the cost
side on a steady low base,” he said.
“At the same time, we are working
on the further development of our
real estate business. We see much
potential, especially in conferencing,
the hotel business and logistics.
The long-term perspective is to
develop our venue into some kind of
airport city, where several branches
and services would be located.”

All figures show a long-term growth perspective for the global aviation
business. VIE is preparing itself for future growth by modernising the
terminal and apron infrastructure, as well as increasing service quality.
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VIE INCREASING
LO N G - H AU L A N D
P O I N T-T O - P O I N T
CONNECTIONS

NIKI has expanded
its frequencies and
routes to holiday
destinations,
especially to Greece.

Vienna Airport handled 22.1 million
passengers in 2012. For the full year of
2013 VIE is expecting stable development,
but with an optimistic perspective:
New services actually include routes to
Chicago, Milan Linate, Bremen, a seasonal
to Mombasa and with Manchester and
Newark two more destinations in 2014.
Here, we focus on the airport’s efforts
in terms of traffic development.

Vienna Airport’s route development
strategy is focused on strengthening
its hub competence and point-topoint traffic. Therefore, VIE acts
closely with Lufthansa and its local
carrier Austrian Airlines, as well
as with Air Berlin and its Austrian
subsidiary NIKI, but also with all other
carriers serving routes from and to
Vienna Airport.
Traffic development has been
challenging throughout Europe this
year. VIE saw a slight reduction in
passenger numbers of -0.9% in the
first 10 months of 2013. Despite
capacity reductions by airlines, VIE
is well positioned, the first signs of
market recovery have appeared, and
the airlines are seeing an improvement
in load factors. Meanwhile, on the
cargo side, the latest figures show a
+14% year-on-year increase in October
to 24,339 tonnes.
“Austrian Airlines is doing a great job
– it is trying to expand. This year it
introduced new full flat seats and new
inflight entertainment on all long-haul
aircraft,” said Nikolaus Gretzmacher,
Vice President Operations at Vienna
Airport. “The Chicago service
launched in May 2013 is doing well
and is good for our long-haul network.
In North America, Vienna is now

In May 2013, Austrian Airlines launched a new long-haul service to
Chicago. In 2014, a new route to Newark will follow.
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Alitalia’s new service from Vienna to Milan Linate was
launched on 28 October 2013 and is operated twice-daily on
weekdays and daily on Saturdays and Sundays. Together with
the existing connection to Rome, this means that Alitalia
now serves two destinations directly from Vienna.

connected to Washington, New York,
Toronto and Chicago.”
VIE is also looking to balance this
approach with an increase in pointto-point traffic. “Of course, we try to
attract new carriers and new routes
from existing carriers. So, we are
strengthening our hub function and
also our point-to-point traffic. To
support this strategy, our incentive
scheme is split into different parts,”
added Belina Neumann, Head of
Aviation Marketing and Business
Development.
NIKI will start new routes to Larnaca
and Madrid in 2014.

ATTRACTIVE
INCENTIVE SCHEME
Vienna Airport has a world-class
incentive scheme for the introduction
of new routes and frequencies. The
main strategic goals of VIE’s business
development are covered in the
incentive models: e.g. for the opening
of long-haul routes. To increase
transfer traffic VIE gives refunds
on the airport tariffs. Incentives
are also offered for the number of

frequencies on intercontinental and
Eastern European routes. According
to competitive law, all incentives are
available for all airlines interested

in VIE. An attractive incentive
scheme is a key success factor for
Vienna Airport to compete in the
international aviation market.

British carrier Jet2.com is going to serve a new route between Vienna and
Manchester in the northern region of the UK from spring 2014.
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So VIE is steadily looking at unserved
destinations in Europe. Manchester
was a key desired new route and it was
recently announced that Jet2.com will
begin operating a scheduled service
between Vienna and Manchester in
May 2014. The airline will operate up
to three flights per week on the route
and, in response to strong consumer
demand at both ends of the route,
the service will operate year-round.
“It would also be good to have more
long-haul services to either North
America or Asia,” said Neumann.
The new Alitalia service to Milan Linate
was launched on 28 October 2013 and
is operated twice-daily on weekdays
and daily on Saturdays and Sundays.
Together with the existing connection
to Rome, this means that Alitalia now
serves two destinations directly from
Vienna. The Milan route is served with
an Embraer E-175. Meanwhile, the
weekly Condor service to Mombasa in
Kenya, operated with a 767-300, was
launched on 5 November 2013. It is
Condor’s third long-haul destination
from Vienna after Punta Cana in the
Dominican Republic and Varadero

Condor launched a seasonal service
from Vienna to Mombasa in Kenya.
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Germania has introduced a two to
three times weekly service between
Vienna and Bremen in Germany.

in Cuba. In addition, Germania has
introduced a three times weekly
service between Vienna and Bremen.

BEST PERFORMING
AIRLINE AWARD
VIE has also introduced a special
award for its airline customers. This
year’s prize for the ‘Best Performing
New Airline 2012’ was presented to the
Portuguese airline TAP Portugal for
the highest number of passengers on
a new route. With the start of flights
from Vienna to Lisbon in May 2011, TAP
Portugal offers passengers a variety
of interesting destinations in Portugal,
Brazil, US and Africa. The Airline Award,

which was presented by VIE for the
first time this year, is designed to
recognise the market performance and
services provided by Vienna Airport’s
airline customers.
The award was presented in June
by Nikolaus Gretzmacher, Senior
Vice President Operations, and
Belina Neumann, Head of Aviation
Marketing at VIE, to Carlos Lourenço,
TAP Portugal‘s General Manager
for Germany and Austria, at the VIE
Summer Event 2013. “TAP Portugal
recorded strong growth in passenger
traffic during the past year and the new
connection to Lisbon has developed
very well. With our Airline Award, we
want to recognise this performance,”
commented Gretzmacher.
The Vienna-Lisbon route has recorded
above-average growth in traffic and
is now serviced on a daily basis.
VIE is particularly proud of this
dynamic development, since TAP
Portugal is an important partner
for connections to Portugal, as well
as South America and Africa.
VIE has a clearly defined strategy to
continue its role as an efficient hub
for Eastern Europe. It has a balanced
approach to route development,
which is focused on expanding its
long-haul connections, while also
strengthening its point-to-point traffic.
These objectives are supported by an
attractive incentive programme for
new routes and increased frequencies,
and the new services recently
announced point to continued success
in its route development strategy.
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Longchamp’s mix of
affordable luxury, French
flair and craftsmanship
has made the brand’s
two boutiques, at the
Plaza in Check-in 2 and
the F Gates in Checkin 3, popular among
passengers.

Flavors of Austria is an impressive
destination store offering food and
beverages of the highest Austrian
quality at the Plaza in Check-in 2.

Passengers travelling
through Vienna Airport
notice an impressive
variety of new shops
and restaurants. These
developments are tangible
results of the airport’s
efforts to enhance the
travel experience.

Heinemann Duty Free operates
a total of nine stores at
Vienna Airport and invites
passengers to shop.

Vienna Airport’s retail and food &
beverage focus is on strong quality
improvement. Check-in 3 and the
modernisation of the older terminal
areas have created attractive new
space for shops and restaurants.
Another major step will be
undertaken with the modernisation
of the C Gates in Check-in 2.
Vienna Airport will have opened more
than 90 shops or restaurants from
mid-2012 to mid-2014, in the course
of a major commercial investment.

Attractive new spaces for shops
and restaurants were created due
to the modernisation of the older
terminal Check-in 2 areas, and the
modernisation of the C Gates will be
the first step in the long-term project
of the transformation of the estate.
In Check-in 2 and Check-in 3 more
than 30 new shops and restaurants
will be opened by the end of 2013 at
Vienna Airport. One of the biggest
reconfigurations to be completed
in the coming months in Checkin 2, which is undergoing a major

Wolford has reopened its shop at the Plaza
in Check-in 2 at a new location with a new
concept and opened up a new shop at the F
Gates in Check-in 3.
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The well-known jewellery retailer Christ opened
its first Austrian shop at Vienna Airport.

The boutique of the leading American
luxury lifestyle brand Michael
Kors, at the F Gates in Check-in 3,
appeases the passenger ’s increasing
appetite for luxury with its wide
variety of women’s accessories.

airside transformation, is the Gebr.
Heinemann store, which will double in
size to around 1,250sqm.
The Check-in 2 Schengen area, known
as The Plaza, also offers an Austrian
branded area with shops from
Freywille, Swarovski and Wolford,
which join fashion brands such as
Aeronautica Militare, Desigual, Porsche
Design, as well as the destination store
Flavors of Austria. The opening of the
first Austrian shop of the well-known
jewellery retailer Christ, as well as the
new stores from Furla and Longchamp,

will complete the Plaza by giving it the
feeling of a marketplace.
New boutiques such as Michael
Kors, Liska, Versace and Zilli opened
recently in the non-Schengen zone
in Check-in 2 and Check-in 3 and are
joining existing shops from Dolce &
Gabbana, Just Cavalli, Karl Lagerfeld,
Canali and Paul & Shark. This means
that more than 90 shops and
restaurants will have been opened or
renovated by mid-2014.

A lot has happened at Vienna
Airport in the last two years and
there is more to come with regards
to the transformation of the facility,
in particular the modernisation of
the C Gates in Check-in 2 at the
beginning and end of 2014, which
will then provide new space for
the opening of a new food court,
bar, coffee shop, souvenir shop,
press- and bookshop, as well as
a delicatessan and sweet shop.

The redesigned Versace boutiques at the D Gates
in Check-in 2 and the G Gates in Check-in 3 offer
the whole package of accessories and precious
jewellery to high-spending passengers.
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OPEN FOR
NEW HORIZONS

The new glass facade covering Check-in
3 is one of the most exciting highlights at
Vienna Airport. It provides all passengers in
the public area with a full view towards the
apron and continues that perspective all over
the pier. The opening of Check-in 3 in 2012
was a significant step in the development
and modernisation of Vienna Airport.

Vienna Airport’s ultra-modern ‘Check-in 3’ is Austria’s most advanced connection
to the rest of the world. The recently opened terminal emphasises enhanced
service, safety and comfort, and has set the ball rolling on an airport-wide
modernisation programme that touches every aspect of the European hub –
a reflection of its dedication to an extraordinary passenger experience.

Austria’s busiest airport is a
flourishing plain of development.
The state-of-the-art new ‘Check-in 3’
was the first in a series of significant
upgrades, featuring up-to-the-minute
facilities that streamline operations
and enable a smooth airport journey,
and now modernisation is rife in every
area of the airport.
Born out of the intent to offer
passengers a more modern airport
with up-to-date service, safety and
comfort, the new terminal opened
in June 2012, and handles more than

40,000 passengers every day. “The
opening of Check-in 3 was also a
kind of start for modernisation of the
other terminal infrastructure at VIE,”
explained Chief Operating Officer
Julian Jäger. “Check-in 1 was closed
immediately after the opening of
Check-in 3 for modernisation and
opened at the beginning of January
2013.” Check-in 2 – the oldest terminal
building at VIE – soon followed, and
was closed for renovation just after
the opening of Check-in 1.
VIE is currently in the process of
developing its concepts for the

renewal and modernisation of
Check-in 2, while several other,
smaller upgrades are already taking
place, such as the modernisation of
the central shopping area behind
Check-in 2 and a “facelift” of the B
and C Gate area. Jäger explained
that the refurbishments have been
implemented at the optimum time.
“The opening of Check-in 3 allows
VIE to keep one area of the terminal
buildings free of passengers at all
times. The carriers formerly using
Check-in 1 moved to the new terminal
or Check-in 2, so that Check-in 1
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The state-of-the-art new ‘Checkin 3’ was the first in a series of
significant upgrades, featuring
up-to-the-minute facilities that
streamline operations and enable a
smooth airport journey.

Check-in 1 was closed
for six months for
modernisation and was reopened in January 2013.
Now mainly passengers
of the airberlin/NIKIgroup and carriers of the
SkyTeam Alliance enjoy
the bright well-lit terminal
environment. The next
important step in the
modernisation strategy of
VIE is the refurbishment
of older shopping areas
and the rebuilding of
Check-in 2.

was free for renovation, and now it
has finished the same is going to
take place with Check-in 2. From a
strategic point of view it is necessary
to increase the terminal quality to a
common high level as we have an old
and a new infrastructure right now,”
he said.
Presently, work is underway on
the modernisation of the retail
infrastructure in the older parts of
the terminal and a future concept for
the redesign of Check-in 2 is going
to be developed. It is estimated that
once the various steps in the process
have been completed, modernisation
of the entire terminal infrastructure
should be completed by 2015.
The process, though, is not
without its challenges, and VIE
faces obstacles in organising the
works in a fully operating terminal
system without impacting upon its
passengers. “We invest a lot of effort
and energy in increasing service
quality for our passengers. Our
service strategy covers more than
120 different activities and projects
and all are going to be realised
step-by-step, so it is necessary to
coordinate every individual project,
so the passenger can experience
good service while heavy works
keep going in the background,”

explained Nikolaus Gretzmacher,
Vice President Operations.
Service that excels is top of VIE’s
agenda, and exhaustive measures have
been put in place to ensure that the
works are kept away from travellers,
and an outstanding airport journey is
delivered. When it is not possible to
keep the works hidden, focus is placed
on actively informing passengers, and
offering an explanation as to what is
being done.
“Our goal is to create a high quality
service experience in a stringent
airport environment: A modern
terminal infrastructure with a wideranging shopping and culinary
offering, easy-to-reach transfer ways
and smooth and comfortable travel
procedures for the passengers,”

Jäger said. “At present VIE has ‘two
airports in one’, with an old and a new
terminal infrastructure and different
quality experiences. In the future
the passenger should feel the same
high quality travel experience from
booking the ticket online through a
fast check-in and security control to
a comfortable shopping, dining and
waiting time.”

Jäger: “Our
goal is to
create a high
quality service
experience in a
stringent airport
environment.”
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A N E W D EC A D E AT V I E
In addition to providing scintillating
views of airside activity, Check-in 3’s
ingenious glass façade is equipped
with a ‘sunglasses’-like veneer, which
provides the airport with crucial
protection against heat and brightness,
and combines maximum transparency
with a minimum cost of energy.

With a striking and
innovative glass façade,
state-of-the-art facilities
and modern architecture,
Vienna Airport’s new
Check-in 3 epitomises
the image of the airport,
delivering unparalleled
comfort, safety and
service. VIE explained
to Amy Hanna how the
new terminal is key
to the airport’s grand
design to create an
exceptional experience
for every passenger.
A little over a decade ago Vienna
Airport embarked upon a journey
of development that would see it
undergo a series of stimulating
changes – the greatest in its history.
A plethora of extensions and updates
far exceeding in number and scale
any construction work to date are
currently being carried out to bring
the airport into the future, and fortify
its position as a principal European
hub. Among the projects is the ÖBB
conversion for mainline railway route
operations, the modernisation of
its Check-in 1 terminal, the ongoing
renovation of Check-in 2 and the
redesign of the main retail areas in the

terminals, but perhaps most significant
of them all is the recently opened
Skylink, or, by its operational name,
Check-in 3 – the state-of-the-art new
terminal that has become Austria’s
most modern link to the world.
The development of the new terminal
was an instrumental masterstroke
in VIE’s strategy to provide its
passengers with more comfort and
safety – as well as even more service
– in an advanced airport environment,
and with that a new, unequalled travel
experience. The initial operation
of the new Check-in 3 began on 5
June 2012, doubling terminal space
at the airport and provisioning
additional capacity that has facilitated
efficient, fluid passenger processes
amid continually climbing air traffic
numbers. The expansion will enable
the airport to react flexibly to the
future development of its throughput
and handle significantly more
passengers, and has also made the
airport journey smoother for transfer
traffic, from which there is a heavy
demand for capacity during peak
hours. Three vertically connected
levels make for a rapid and seamless
airport journey with a minimum
connecting time as low as 25 minutes,

and the needs of every category
of passenger has been considered
in Check-in 3’s construction.
“The key requirements were to create
a terminal serving the network traffic
of Star Alliance, keeping the short
minimum connecting time at 25
minutes and supporting all relevant
passenger streams such as Schengen,
non-Schengen, EU and non-EU
passengers, as well as a one-stop
journey through security. That means
that high flexibility was a key concern,”

Three vertically connected
levels make for a rapid and
seamless airport journey with
a minimum connecting time
as low as 25 minutes, and
the needs of every category
of passenger have been
considered in Check-in 3’s
construction.
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The simulated Operational Readiness
Trials saw 3,200 volunteers make
some 1,800 arrivals and departures,
with around 70-90 playing the role of
‘passenger ’ in each instance.

explained Peter Mayerhofer, Airport
Terminal Extension Coordinator.
“We sat together with our main
partner Austrian Airlines during the
second half of 1999 to formulate
the requirements in six different
working groups dealing with Terminal
Operation, Passenger Processing,
Non-Aviation, Authority Affairs (such
as security, immigration and Customs
procedures), Information Technology,
and Infrastructure and Ecology.”

MODERN AND RATIONAL
ARCHITECTURE
Check-in 3’s intelligent architecture
is both an aesthetic and a functional
facet of the area’s design. The new
76,000sqm terminal is a model
of airport modernity, boasting 64
check-in desks, 40 check-in machines,
15 security control lanes, eight
immigration desks and 10 baggage
delivery belts, and dominated
by two large open spaces in arrivals
and departures, creating great
volumes designed to accommodate
streamlined passenger flows. Short
and manageable distances between
checkpoints allow passengers to
navigate easily; the prevention of lost
time for both airline and passenger
was a key planning parameter in the

terminal’s conception. Intuitive gates
were also installed, to maximise the
scope of an area in which space is a
precious commodity. “Based on the
required flexibility of gate usage there
was a door control system developed
which allows multiple boarding
simultaneously without mixing
passenger streams of different flights.
The system controls up to 21 doors
within one boarding area, and all gates
allow self-boarding by use of Quick
Boarding Gates,” stated Mayerhofer.
In the planning process, VIE
coordinated with airport shareholders
and users from the very beginning to
further the hub’s ‘one-roof concept’
– the containment of every airport
facility in one place. The Check-in 3
expansion connects directly to the
existing airport, offering a spacious
centre with access to rail connections,
parking decks and VIE’s ‘airport city’.
Passengers and their wellbeing are the
focal point of Check-in 3, and specific
attention was paid to comfort, quality
and service during the planning
phase. Colour concepts intended to
have stress-reducing and calming
effects; special family zones and
modern, comfortable seating places;
spacious and inviting shopping and
gastronomy concepts; and integrated

art establish Check-in 3 as more
than just a terminal. “A centralised
security check enables passengers to
relax in the cafes and shops before
they continue to the departure gates.
Soft tables invite passengers to relax
before departure. For guests travelling
with smartphones, tablets or laptops,
free WiFi and an electrical power
supply is available at the laptop chairs,
also offering the passenger some
privacy. The interactive video art
installation of ARS Electronica, a Linzbased Austrian institution dedicated to
electronic media and art development,
accompanies passengers on their
way through the terminal. Recently,
Gigapixel photographs of New York
were added to the main installation at
the entrance into the security area,”
Mayerhofer described. In addition,
advanced technologies have come
into play in the creation of engaging
and exciting diversions for passengers.
“Video art installations such as Time
Space, the largest installation in an
airport, and entertainment for children
– and sometimes also for grown-ups
– like ‘Catch a plane’, an interactive
video installation where players have
to catch items which are not able to
fly, are implemented to shorten the
waiting time,” he added.

Openness and transparency are major
foundations of the terminal extension
and perhaps the most captivating
element of the new terminal is its full
glass façade, which facilitates ease of
navigation for passengers, and opens
up the airport, both to the north and
to the south, to the world outside.
“The glass façade allows passengers
easy orientation and opens great
views to the apron. Covering the
whole building, it enables passengers
to see the busy life on the airside
as well as a wonderful view of the
surrounding landscape,” Mayerhofer
furthered. “As the interior is
dominated by black and white, a
stress-reducing atmosphere for the
passengers is created.”
In addition to the clear view, the glass
façade is equipped with a ‘sunglasses’like veneer, which provides the airport
with crucial protection against heat and
brightness, and combines maximum
transparency with a minimum cost of
energy. Climate protection is a key
concern for VIE, and with its two glass
layers the façade ensures that energy
loss is significantly lowered, and that
the expenditure of energy for airconditioning can be reduced drastically.
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Passengers and their wellbeing are the focal point of Check-in 3, and specific
attention was paid to comfort, quality and service during the planning phase.

commencement of the terminal’s
full services, pilot operations were
conducted between December 2011
and April 2012, following which a
familiarisation programme took place,
equipping 4,000 employees involved
in every aspect of airport operation –
including those from Vienna Airport,
Austrian Airlines, Customs services,
and the police and fire services – with
the skills to operate the cuttingedge new facilities. The simulated
Operational Readiness Trials saw

3,200 volunteers make some 1,800
arrivals and departures, with around
70-90 playing the role of ‘passenger’
in each instance. “During two mass
trials we involved 400 people in each
trial. The important fact was that our
trial passengers were not allowed to
participate more than two times in
the trials to avoid their getting too
used to the building,” Mayerhofer
recounted. The entire infrastructure
was utilised, meaning the functionality
of every check-in desk, every gate,

EQUIPPED WITH READINESS
The success of Check-in 3’s
construction was a telling
demonstration of VIE’s aptitude
for confronting challenges, as well
as its dedication to delivering an
unsurpassable passenger experience.
“To construct such a big piece
of infrastructure while keeping
the airport operation around the
construction site fully running was
one of the challenges for the project,”
Mayerhofer said. “In addition we had
to deal with some changes based on
new rules issued by the European
authorities, the ‘one-stop security’
facility, for example, required changes
during planning and construction. The
coordination of different planners and
construction companies required a lot
of attention.”
Equally, significant weight was
accorded to optimising airport
facilities, and perfectly attuning
operations to the needs and
desires of travellers. Ahead of the

Openness and transparency are major foundations of the Check-in 3 expansion, and
perhaps the most captivating element of the new terminal is its full glass façade,
which facilitates ease of navigation for passengers, and opens up the airport, both
to the north and to the south, to the world outside.
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every reclaim belt and the baggage
sorting system, including all stages of
baggage X-ray, was primed ahead of
the terminal’s inauguration.
“It was very important that the staff
working in the new terminal had the
chance to work through their processes
in the new environment, using the new

V I E N N A
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system set-up. Smaller changes were
initiated in regards to wayfinding,”
Mayerhofer said. “A big improvement
involved the routing of transfer
passengers through the centralised
security area. Many smaller issues,
especially concerning the quality
of delivery of the building could be

Mayerhofer: “To construct such a big
piece of infrastructure while keeping
the airport operation around the
construction site fully running was one
(1,1) -1- ACI_12inno_t.indd 10/18/2012 8:36:40 AM
of the challenges for the project.”

innovative airport solutions

settled before operation began.”
During the trials VIE received more
than 800 suggestions from the
passengers, handling agents and the
authorities, most of which were small
corrections and improvements, and
almost all of which could be resolved
ahead of the full opening, highlighting
the effectiveness of the tests. “The
Operational Readiness Trials played an
important role to all parties involved
and created a secure feeling and trust
for the first day of operation. Besides
that, the project delivery could be
improved due to early detection of the
above mentioned facts,” he added.
Its location in the centre of Europe has
seen Vienna Airport develop into a
pivotal connection to the Middle East and
has thus grown into the biggest employer
in its region, and a major economic motor
for Austria. Each of the developments
that has taken place bolsters VIE’s
position as a national financial driver, and
contributes to the continued growth of
the airport and its airlines.

vienna airport
photo roman boensch
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Vienna Airport is in the midst of an all-encompassing development programme that
is modernising every element of its infrastructure, and solidifying its capacity to
operate at the highest level – now and in the future. With these renovations comes
the implementation of technological ingenuity and inventive solutions that are
crucial contributors to the exceptional passenger experience that VIE is dedicated to
delivering, and highlight the airport’s position at the forefront of innovation.

Complete free WiFi services can be
used by every passenger, without any
registration, in all terminal buildings, and
VIE is now in the process of developing
new applications that utilise the existing
WiFi infrastructure.

WO R L D - C L ASS
I N N O VAT I O N
Vienna Airport is well recognised
throughout the industry as an airport
where boundaries are pushed. It was
the first in the world to implement
common use self-service boarding
gates (92 of the automated doublelane gates were installed throughout
the airport’s terminals in 2011), and
it has continued to affirm its position
at the forefront of technological
innovation. The sustained
improvement of service quality for its
passengers and airlines tops its list of
priorities at present and is in its vision
for the future.
The recent opening of the new Checkin 3 brought with it an abundance
of opportunities to modernise
airport facilities for the creation of a
streamlined, sped-up and unsurpassable

passenger experience amid growing
traffic. Its three-level concept with a
full automatic door mechanic-system,
a new gigapixel-video-installation
– the largest implemented in an
airport – and interactive computer
games that inject some fun into the
waiting process, are just a few of the
innovative new technologies that
are revolutionising the passenger
experience in the new terminal.
VIE’s next step is the development
of a real-time measurement tool for
passenger flows in the terminal, which
will display expected waiting times
at security lanes. Also forthcoming
is a project to monitor and exhibit
the expected walking distances,
times required for passengers to get
to the gates and forecast waiting
times at the baggage claim.

In its Check-in 3 area VIE boasts one of the largest
baggage logistics systems, with a total length of
more than 10km. More than 10,000 objects can be
handled during a single peak hour.
©Roman Boensch

ENGAGING AND EMPOWERING
THE PASSENGER
Airport-wide, the implementation of
inventive, optimised technologies is
vastly enhancing passenger processing
and handling operations. In its Checkin 3 area VIE boasts one of the largest
baggage logistics systems, with a
total length of over 10km; more than
10,000 objects can be handled during
a single peak hour. At the apron ramp
meanwhile, agents work via a closed
WiFi system with mobile devices that
receive all flight schedule and handling
information in real-time. This provides
an overall faster turnover time,
minimising the connecting period for
airlines, and means that passengers can
receive their luggage within just 5-8
minutes of their landing. VIE is also a
driving force in the realm of self-service
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In the new terminal Check-in 3, VIE introduced the world’s most detailed high resolution
video wall: 165 screens with a combined total dimension of 15 metres length and nine
metres height show extraordinary panorama photographs of the city of New York.

technology. Its self-service check-in
counters are particularly popular with
passengers flying with Austrian Airlines
and NIKI, which collectively have a
market share of almost 80% of VIE’s
traffic, and the airport is currently
working on concepts for operating self
bag-drop systems.
Vienna Airport’s digital media
strategies are among the most
developed in the industry, and
incorporated into the airport’s
infrastructure are a wealth of
cutting-edge tools to engage and
empower passengers. Complete free
WiFi services can be used by every
passenger, without any registration,
in all terminal buildings, and VIE is

now in the process of developing new
applications that utilise the existing
WiFi infrastructure. Web check-in and
parking space arrangement via SMS
through a personal device are just
some examples of further additional
services the airport has developed to
enhance convenience for passengers.
Its new online tool for advertising
clients, airport-media.com, meanwhile
is an extraordinary service that enables
companies and media agencies to
experience what their individual
advertising would look like when
positioned in various areas of the
airport through graphic 3D animations.
Perhaps one of the most widely
acclaimed elements of Vienna

Airport’s digital strategy though is
its advanced smartphone app for
Android and iPhone, which provides
information on departure and arrival
times, the correct check-in zone,
airline and gate; up-to-the-minute
alerts of any updates, such as changes
of gate, delays or cancellations; and
push notifications containing details of
a flight 24 and six hours ahead, when
it is time to go to a gate, at boarding
time and during boarding.
As VIE continues to grow and
develop steadily, it is maintaining its
role as a pioneer of technological
and digital innovation. The new
Check-in 3 terminal is an archetypal
representation of the emphasis
accorded to delivering the most
modern IT infrastructure, as well as the
airport’s commitment to investing in
the latest solutions within its efficient
and durable system.

More than 50,000 passengers frequent
the terminals at Vienna Airport per
day. The best ways to reach them
can be identified at the new online
platform www.airport-media.at.
Marketing agencies and companies
get an overview of all branding
opportunities at VIE.
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‘ R E L I A B I L I T Y, S P E E D
A N D PA S S E N G E R
COMFORT’
A WORLD-CLASS SECURITY EXPERIENCE AT VIE

Security procedures are important but always a
demanding procedure in the passenger experience.
Vienna Airport sets new initiatives on speed,
reliability and high passenger comfort.

Right after the security control
Vienna Airport established a new
service counter where passengers
get individual support. A security
ombudsman provides service in
case of complaints.

“In order to protect persons and
goods, security measures are without
controversy the most important
factor in civil aviation today. The
security control mechanism has
become an essential part of an
airport’s process chain in recent
years,” explained Franz Spitzer, Head
of Terminal Operations and Security.
To ensure the delivery of a worldclass security product, Vienna Airport
applies in-house management
to all of its security measures
concerning access control, screening
of passengers and cabin baggage,
and hold baggage, providing the
highest level of service quality, and
integrating the screening process
within the ongoing airport journey –
from check-in to boarding at the gate.
Its solutions are implemented with
the passenger experience in mind,
beginning with the setting of security
lanes and integration of technical
equipment to reduce waiting time,
and ending with the installation of a
service counter directly at the end of
the security lanes. There, passengers

With the new concept of
centralised security lanes,
passenger waiting times have
been reduced significantly. The
next step will be to announce
estimated queuing times to the
passengers when they enter the
security area.

have access to support in the case
of issues with prohibited articles
or liquids, including a safe-keeping
and a postal service. Furthermore,
a security ombudsman has been
established to provide service in
case of passenger complaints.
The opening of Vienna Airport’s
highly advanced Check-in 3 terminal
created a wealth of opportunities
for the implementation of state-ofthe-art facilities, and allowed VIE
to change its security concept from
the previous decentralised security
lanes to centralised security control
areas, a transformation which has
speeded up the workflow and reduced
waiting times for passengers. VIE has
installed some of the newest security
technologies at the security lanes for
speeding up the control process, with
shoe scanners and new designs of

transportation systems for the boxes.
“With the new concept of centralised
security lanes, passenger waiting
times have been reduced significantly,”
Spitzer said. “The next step will be to
announce estimated queuing times to
the passengers when they enter the
security area. Our goal is to provide
high passenger comfort, also in terms
of security control, as people do not
always enjoy the necessary controls but
they have to accept it – we want to add
service quality.”
Impressively, the 2,100 passengers
per hour that pass through Vienna
Airport’s security areas spend on
average just 5-8 minutes queuing at
centralised security control. “The most
important factors for security control
are reliability, speed and passenger
comfort, as well as short waiting
times,” Spitzer asserted.
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Vienna Airport is focused on driving airfield efficiency
and capacity. It constantly reviews recommendations from
its capacity expertise, while applying best practice and
modern international standards. Here, we examine the
airport’s airfield efficiency efforts.

ENHANCING
AIRFIELD
EFFICIENCY
Vienna Airport handles more than
22 million passengers per year and
around 250,000 movements in what
is not even a complete two runway
system, as both runways cross each
other. It, therefore, has an impressively
efficient airfield operations system
and good cooperation with all system
partners, and with Austro Control –
the air navigation service provider
controlling Austrian airspace. It also
strives to ensure airfield safety, being
compliant with ICAO standards and
a certified airport. Meanwhile, there
is a Safety Management System in
place in accordance with national and
international standards.
The comprehensive modernisation of
the airport includes some important

airfield developments. “With the
new terminal Check-in 3 we created
up to 17 new pier positions. Apron
capacity is always a hot issue. We
are planning new parking positions
capable of handling Code F aircraft
close to our cargo area,” explained
Gerhard Gruber, Head of Airport
Operations at VIE. “In the near future,
the construction of a new smaller
flight hangar is in the planning
process. On a long-term perspective,
we are focusing on the construction
of a third runway to increase our slot
capacity for flight movements.”
Meanwhile, the airport this year
renovated Runway 16/34. The
surface and base courses, as well
as the shoulders over the entire
220,000sqm runway area were

VIE has a well-staffed winter operations team, deftly organised snow
clearing and de-icing procedures and modern equipment. In the main
winter season from November to March, up to 500 employees are in
charge of winter operations and de-icing procedures.

replaced. A single aircraft landing
exerts several hundred tonnes of
pressure on the runway surface,
and nearly 270 landings take place
each day on Runway 16/34. Work
was carried out at night, during
periods of low traffic, to ensure that
there was no disruption to normal
airport operations. These efforts also
included making detailed information
on the project available to interested
parties. The runway is now able to
handle the 747-8 – a Code F aircraft
– as the runway shoulders have
the required pavement strength.
Cargolux has, since August, regularly
operated a 747-8 at VIE; following
rapid success, in October it started
a second 747-8 freighter service
from Hong Kong to Vienna, reacting
to customer demand for more air
freight capacity on the route. The
service is perfectly geared towards
the import of high-tech products
and textiles out of China, which
is supplemented by the exports
of healthcare products, heavy
machinery and spares from Vienna.
Cargo business is growing again
after tough months in 2013.
Since June 2013 monthly tonnes
are increasing, which is usually
seen as a positive signal for
global economic recovery.
In September 2013, VIE handled
22,948 tonnes of freight – an increase
of +13.8% over the same month in
2012. The airport offers round-theclock operations without curfew and
24-hour cargo handling facilities.
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The ground handling operation is one of
the biggest departments within Vienna
Airport, with more than 3,000 employees.

NEW LONG-TERM
HANDLING CONTRACTS
VIE undertakes all airfield operations
and ground handling procedures by
itself, with all steps along the process
chain under one roof. Operations,
movement control, ground handlingprocesses, including cabin cleaning,
baggage handling and catering
loading, work hand-in-hand. Wolfgang
Fasching, Vice President Ground
Handling at VIE, explained that in
ground handling the airport has
22 different working shifts for its
employees according to the flight
schedules, which has benefits in terms
of cost-efficiency and flexibility.
At present there are two handling
service providers at VIE: Vienna
Airport itself and Çelebi. “At VIE
our ground handling operation is
one of the biggest departments
within the whole company with
more than 3,000 employees,” said
Fasching. “Important successes are
new long-term handling contracts
with Austrian Airlines and NIKI –
the two biggest carriers at VIE. By
handling the ground operations and
also security controls by ourselves,
VIE is able to keep all apron and

passenger procedures in one hand
and so to provide high and reliable
quality. This is quite important
for our role as a strategic hub to
Eastern Europe for Star Alliance. The
minimum connecting time at VIE is
approximately 25 minutes.”
Meanwhile, in terms of winter
services, VIE has a well-staffed
winter operations team, deftly
organised snow clearing and de-icing
procedures and modern equipment.
In the main winter season from
November to March, up to 500
employees are in charge of winter
operations and de-icing procedures,
and can be called upon 24-hours-aday whenever they are needed. More
than 75 vehicles for winter procedures
are in operation; for de-icing VIE has
15 mobile de-icing vehicles. With
more than 2.3 billion sqm of apron
to potentially be cleared of snow, it
is essential that the airport is well
prepared. Gerhard Gruber, Head of
Airport Operations, explained that
the harshest winter conditions were
experienced in January 2013, when,
on one occasion, more than 45cm
of snow fell within 12 hours – and
departing from VIE was still possible.

Especially Asian
companies
in the fields
of consumer
electronics and
automotive
parts use VIE
as a gateway to
their production
sites in Eastern
Europe. The
airport offers
round-the-clock
operations
without curfew.
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R E A L E S TAT E
P OT E N T I A L :
V I E O N I T S WAY
Non-aviation business
becomes more and more
important for airports all
over the world. Vienna
Airport takes its real
estate, hotel and office
opportunities and brings its
potential into the market,
and will finally become an
Airport City.
Over 22.2 million travellers used
Vienna Airport in 2012, or +5% more
than in the year before. This growth
in passenger traffic ranks Vienna
substantially above its European
competitors. Passenger traffic to
Eastern Europe rose by +12.1% yearon-year in 2012. Vienna Airport is the
leading hub in this region.
“A standing that plays an important
role especially for the Austrian
economy: companies that locate their
East European headquarters here can
rely on Vienna Airport for efficient
connections to the global economy.
That creates added value and jobs,”

Ofner: “Our longterm vision is to
become an Airport
City at VIE.”

stated Günther Ofner, Chief Financial
Officer at Vienna Airport.
20,000 employees in over 230
companies currently guarantee smooth
services at the airport and make this
location the largest employer in the
eastern region of Austria. Growth in
the future is expected to bring Vienna
Airport an average of roughly one
million additional passengers each
year, which will create approximately
1,000 new jobs.

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
AS A KEY ELEMENT OF THE
AIRPORT STRATEGY
The following numbers underscore the
high potential of the airport as a real
estate location: Vienna Airport owns
over 1,200 hectares of land that offer
numerous opportunities for commercial
use. For example, a commercial
location owned by VIE and located
closely with over 14,000sqm is ideal for
companies, such as logistics providers,
which require close proximity to the
airport. Vienna Airport also offers
attractive options in the office sector:
the Office Park complex contains stateof-the-art office space and conference
rooms that are optimally suited for
meetings and company events. The
office space at Vienna Airport totals
approximately 84,000sqm. In order
to create an optimal infrastructure for
overnight stays in this area, plans call
for the expansion of hotel capacity at
the airport. Investors and operators
are currently being sought for suitable
projects. Direct connections to the
rapid transit railway, City Airport

Train, bus and motorway ensure good
access. A total of 23,000 parking
places in facilities with various
quality and price levels, from parking
garages to low-cost off-airport areas,
provide sufficient parking for guests,
passengers and event participants. The
Cargo North area and the Future Zone
in Fischamend near the airport also
offer attractive opportunities for real
estate investors.

THE AIRPORT BECOMES AN
‘AIRPORT CITY’
Ofner added: “The trend is pointing clearly
toward ‘airport cities’; the airport has long
since developed from its sole function
as a provider of aircraft and passenger
handling infrastructure into a location for
shopping and gastronomy, events, office
and meeting facilities and much more.”
The non-aviation segment is already
responsible for approximately a
quarter of Vienna Airport’s revenue,
and Vienna Airport has set a goal to
further develop this potential over the
coming years.

Vienna Airport provides more than 84,000sqm of available office space and
conference facilities, as well as real estate opportunities around the airport area,
which is perfect for companies which require close proximity to the airport.
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V I E N N A A I R P O R T: S N OWC L E A R E D S U R FA C E S
SUPPORTED BY BOSCHUNG
Thanks to its strategic and
geographic location, Vienna Airport
has, over the years, become a
leading airport in Europe and
also a main gate to the east.

Marcel Boschung Ltd – especially its
Airport Division – is honoured to be
a regular supplier of winter service
equipment and more than proud of
its contribution to smooth operations
during hard winter times.
Marcel Boschung Airport Division
has supplied several pieces of its
high-performance sweeper/blower
JETBROOM to Vienna Airport, in
operations mainly on runways,
taxiways and the apron area. Six
Boschung PONYs for snow removal
and de-icing possibilities complete the
existing fleet.
The JETBROOM has been specially
designed for airports needing
maximum performance for winter
Marcel Boschung Airport Division has supplied
operations. Vienna Airport runs both
several pieces of its high-performance
sweeper/blower
JETBROOM
to Vienna
the large
(8.4m
snow
plowSeite
and 1
Anz.BAD airporta.inter
180x130
ENAirport,
2013_Anzeige
125 x89
4c wide
06.05.13
15:15
in operations mainly on runways, taxiways and
6m wide blower-sweeper unit) and the
the apron area.

small version (6.4m wide snow plow
and 4.2m wide blower-sweeper unit).
The combination of plow/blow/sweep/
blow guarantees a perfect result of
eliminated snow after one run. In
addition, the JETBROOM is particularly
compact and manoeuvrable on
the runway ends thanks to its
four-wheel steering capability.
Vienna’s Boschung JETBROOMs in
large version, operating in convoy,
clear a runway in only one run and
in a short time period; JETBROOMs
in small version operate on taxiways
and apron areas. JETBROOM is also
capable of assuming – next to snowclearing – many other activities, like
surface cleaning (with a 9m3 hopper),
liquid recovery, high-pressure
washing and rubber removal, all with
one single vehicle.

Multifunctional
high-performance
cleaning system for
year-round use
The various attachment spaces with
quick-change equipment – in combination
with the powerful vehicle hydraulic –
enables an efficient and economic
all-year round use.

Marcel Boschung Ltd.
Boschung Airport Division
CH-1753 Matran I S w i t z e r l a n d
Route des Muëses 2 I Tel. +41 26 4978585

www.boschung.com
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E N V I R O N M E N T AT
V I E : TO G E T H E R W I T H
S TA K E H O L D E R S
Vienna
Airport has
long been
committed to
environmental
awareness,
which is today
an integral
component
of any
responsible
corporate
strategy.

Vienna Airport organised the most
extensive mediation procedure in Europe
between the years 2000 and 2005 for
its concept of a third runway. Around
50 interested parties – including action
groups, neighbourhood communities,
airlines, airport and air traffic control
– were involved. The result was a
benchmarking mediation contract.

Vienna Airport takes a proactive approach to sustainable
development. The airport’s environmental policy is aimed
towards dealing with environmental problems, as well
as taking the necessary steps to reduce and, if possible,
eliminate them. With a clear focus on the neighbourhood,
communication and care are the key elements of VIE’s
stakeholder relations.

As a site containing some 230
companies, Vienna Airport faces
similar environmental concerns to
those of a medium-sized town.
Special attention is paid to the local
residents and comprehensive, regular
measures are taken to ensure the
environmental impact on them is
kept to a minimum. Vienna Airport
is also accredited at the Mapping
level of ACI EUROPE’s Airport
Carbon Accreditation programme.
“The environment is a subject that
affects all of us and one in which we
are called upon to make an active

contribution,” commented Christian
Röhrer, Head of Environmental
Department at VIE. “Vienna Airport
has long been committed to
environmental awareness, which
is today an integral component of
any responsible corporate strategy.
Environmental awareness and business
are not incompatible, but complement
one another.”
In planning the third runway, the
airport placed great emphasis on
environmental protection and earnest
dialogue with the local community.
The declared aim is to elaborate a
plan that is accepted by the majority

2

and that will provide the best possible
solutions for people, the environment
and the economy.
“Vienna Airport is proud of what it
has achieved. The most extensive
mediation procedure in Europe
to date took place between 2000
and 2005. Around 50 interested
parties – including action groups,
neighbourhood communities as well
as Austrian Airlines, the local air traffic
control authority and the airport itself
- invested thousands of hours together
in search of solutions that would
be acceptable for all concerned,”
explained Röhrer. “The process
concluded with a binding mediation
agreement under civil law, the creation
of a Dialogue Forum and the setting
up of an environment fund. Vienna
Airport has assumed responsibilities in
the interests of local inhabitants that
go far beyond its legal requirements.”
It was decided during the mediation
process that flight movements during
the night hours between 23:30 and
05:30 would be gradually reduced
to 3,000 movements a year by the
time the third runway starts up – less
than half of the 2006 level. Should
construction of the third runway be
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delayed, or if it is not built at all, the
reduction in flight movements was to
be frozen from the year 2010. “As a
decision concerning the construction
of a third runway has not yet been
made, the number of flight movements
in the core night period was frozen in
2010 at 4,700 movements. According
to the mediation agreement, if the
runway is built, the number of takeoffs and landings during the core
night period is to be reduced to
3,000 a year by the time it becomes
operational,” said Röhrer.
That actually means that at VIE
there is no ban of night flights but
limitations. Meanwhile, a noise
reduction ceiling will limit the absolute
number of people affected by aircraft
noise when the third runway becomes
operational. This will have benefits
for the communities and for the
airport. The local communities have
undertaken not to allocate any new
land for housing in the noise zone
over 54 dB. In return they have been
assured by Vienna Airport that the
noise zones around the airport will not
become any larger.
In terms of reducing operational
noise, there are dedicated engine

Vienna Airport has a strong commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility
and one of the core elements of its environmental management strategy is
engagement and dialogue with the surrounding communities.

V I E N N A
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run-ups; related to the mediation
process in 2005, a noise insulation
programme was founded, with more
than €35 million spent on a voluntary
basis. Continuous improvements
are made to flight procedures, and
Continuous Descent Operations
(CDO) are being implemented.

SURFACE ACCESS STRATEGY
The ways and means of reducing
emissions from surface access
to the airport – ‘Multimodality’,
‘Interconnectivity’ and ‘Seamless
Travel’ – are not just catchwords
for the airport. They already play
an essential role and will become
more and more important in future.
“Public transport is a big issue at
Vienna Airport. In a joint venture
together with the Austrian railway
company ÖBB, a direct link between
the airport and the city was set up.
Since 2003 the City Airport Train
(CAT) has connected passengers from
the city centre directly and within
only 16-20 minutes to the airport and
back again,” explained Röhrer. “Train
equipment that is specially tailored
for the passengers’ needs, an offer to
check-in luggage at the city centre
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station 24 hours before the flight, and
a short travel time, make travelling by
train very comfortable. This project
has turned out to be a great success.”
The number of passengers using
public transport has developed very
positively. Since establishment of the
City Airport Train, the proportion of
passengers travelling to the airport by
taxi or car has decreased from 75% in
2003 to 60%. The proportion using
public transport – bus and train – has,
in the same period, increased to 39%.
Many railway infrastructure projects
will be finalised in 2015 – for example,
the new main train station in Vienna. It
is also planned that long distance train

V I E N N A

A I R P O R T

connections will stop at Vienna Airport,
making it even more attractive for a
wider catchment area to travel by train.
“It is expected that the airport will rise
to a transport nodal point and hub for
the whole eastern region of Austria.
This is a great opportunity, not only
for passengers, staff and visitors, but
also for improving modal split towards
a more environmentally-friendly
transport mode,” commented Röhrer.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
The airport has a strong commitment to
Corporate Social Responsibility and one
of the core elements of its environmental

management strategy is engagement
and dialogue with the surrounding
communities. “Vienna Airport decided to
engage in a long and intensive mediation
and dialogue process with the residential
communities to find solutions in order to
keep the negative effects of airport and
flight operations as minimal as possible,”
said Röhrer.
Vienna Airport’s comprehensive
approach to environmental
management and Corporate Social
Responsibility is clear from the
wide range of initiatives that are
being implemented, contributing to
ensuring the continued sustainable
development of the airport.

Vienna Airport pays special attention to
the local residents and comprehensive,
regular measures are taken to ensure the
environmental impact on them is kept to
a minimum.
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T H I R D R U N WAY V I TA L
TO V I E ’ S F U T U R E
With throughput at Vienna
Airport forecast to reach
30 million in less than eight
years’ time, the upgrade of
its two-runway system to a
three-runway arrangement
is an essential move in
strengthening the airport’s
position as a European hub
and, moreover, in sustaining
the airport’s role as an
economic driving force
in the region. VIE’s board
members Julian Jäger and
Günther Ofner explained
that successfully securing
the addition of a third
runway is a “key success
factor ” in the airport’s
continued development.

Following what was a challenging
period for traffic development for all
of Europe in the first half of 2013, early
signs of market recovery are beginning
to emerge at Vienna Airport. As
VIE is expecting a stable passenger
development for 2013, it is focusing
on a long-term growth perspective:
More than 30 million passengers are
expected in 2021 and beyond. To
prepare for that, VIE is working on the
concept for a third runway.

Going forward, passenger numbers
are forecast to increase by a
substantial amount. “From today’s
point of view, we expect around 30
million passengers at VIE by the year
2021,” explained Julian Jäger, Chief
Operating Officer. “This would mean
a yearly growth rate of roughly +4%.
If these expectations are met, in the
future more runway capacity will
become a necessity. Already today
we have a strong demand for more

The development of a third runway is of vital importance for the future longterm growth of Vienna Airport. It would be located parallel to the existing
runway 11/29. Therefore, VIE initiated Europe’s biggest mediation process.
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At present, Vienna
Airport is handling 660
take-offs and landings
per day and in total
in 2012, VIE handled
approximately 250,000
movements. This
demand will increase.
With the long-term
perspective of a third
runway, VIE is following
that trend.

capacity during peak hours, especially
for transfer traffic.”
The development of a third runway
is of vital importance for the future
growth of Vienna Airport, as the
anticipated long-term developments
in its international operations cannot
be effectively handled with the current
system of two intersecting runways.
A third runway will enable the airport
to continue to compete as a European
hub, and will also reduce delays, fuel
consumption and noise by reducing
the number of queued aircraft during
busy periods.
“The third runway is necessary to
offer airlines a perspective for growth
at Vienna Airport,” Jäger continued.
“Runway capacity will become a
key success factor in tomorrow’s
aviation business, but to realise
big infrastructure projects is also
becoming more and more difficult.
To get the final approval for the
third runway project is important
for Vienna Airport; a decision about
timing and realisation will be made
when the market perspective shows an

adequate demand for more capacity.”
At present the project is the focus of
an environmental impact assessment,
and the airport is currently awaiting
the decision by the second instance.
The growth of VIE is of fundamental
importance to the economic
prosperity of the eastern part of
Austria in which it is situated, and,
Günther Ofner, Chief Financial Officer,
explained, with just the existing two
runways, the airport’s development
curve will tail off in terms both of
passengers and of employment.
“Vienna Airport makes an important
contribution to the economic
development of the region,” Ofner
explained. To ensure that this remains
the case in future, the airport will need
a third runway. At present there are
two intersecting runways available
for take-offs and landings. In terms of
capacity, however, 1+1 does not equal
2 but only 1.6. It will not be possible
to meet the anticipated demand for
international flights with the existing
two-runway system. The resultant
bottlenecks threaten the future

development of the airport and the
region as a whole.
The additional runway will enable the
airport to fulfil its strategic objective
to act as a transfer hub towards
Eastern Europe. Around 30% of VIE’s
throughput consists of transfer traffic,
and this number is now exceeding
capacity in peak hours. “Especially for
transfer traffic it is important to provide
enough capacity. We need to show the
airlines that on a long-term perspective
they can grow at VIE,” Jäger said.
“The strategic focus of being a hub
to Eastern Europe creates a huge
advantage for Austria’s economic
landscape. Austria is doing a lot of
business in South East Europe, and
several international companies
coordinate their business through
headquarters in Austria. Through
a high transfer passenger share, it
is possible for VIE to offer a wide
range of flight destinations in Central
and Eastern Europe. This supports
the business activities of these
companies and generates local
added value,” Ofner concluded.
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The
Current
Flows!
They are the lifelines of every modern
building: the numerous conductors and
technical devices which, tucked away in
hiding, join all the areas of a structure.
What unbelievable dimensions they
can reach can be seen in the Check-in
3 project. Kremsmueller took on the
responsibility of the entire electrical
installation of the airport terminal.
Up to 245 fitters were simultaneously on
the job at peak times. In 690,000 hours of
fitting, Vienna’s airport became a model
Hi-Tech project. No less than 3,930km or
cable were laid – that’s almost twice the
distance between Vienna and Moscow
(where, incidentally, Kremsmueller’s latest
branch is located). The copper cables
alone weigh 700 tonnes in all. All these
cables are in 880km of cable trays and
conduits. 750 km of network and fibreoptic cables were laid for the deluge of
data that will be transmitted in the airport
– a total of 35,000 connections.
A large variety of switchgear and
distributors were installed, such as UPS
systems for uninterruptible power supplies,
lighting centres or even control boxes for
the access system. A total of1,190 items, in
which more than 21,700 fuse and control
elements are doing their work. That it is
as light as day in the airport is a piece
of technical wizardry: 3,700 data points
collect the information for the automatic
control of more than 34,000 lamps, signs
and escape routes lights.

The cable systems of the terminal run in numerous trays.

Tradition since 1961
The success story of Kremsmueller
started more than 50 years ago,
when Karl and Monika Kremsmueller
founded the company as a service
provider to the industry. As early as
in 1966, Kremsmueller ventured to
foreign shores. Renowned machinery
manufacturers were supported all over
Europe and even up to Africa and Asia.
With the start of the 70s, the evolution
away from pure personnel services
towards a know-how provider began.
The first projects were also completely
developed on a technical basis and

the tank and apparatus manufacturing
activity started in Steinhaus/ Upper
Austria. Today, this production facility,
unique in all of Europe, is the jewel in
the crown of the Group.

How much value is attached to safety at
the airport is also reflected in the electrical
system: 15,300 fire detectors, 1,600
cameras and 4,800 loudspeakers were
cabled by Kremsmueller and now ensure
smooth operations.
Kremsmueller generated 10,000 drawings,
and they were printed on 12,000m²
of paper. There are now about 23,300
electronic project folders with no less than
441,000 files that document everything.

The switch cabinets of a network node.

There is hardly any wall in the airport
that does not conceal hi-tech from
Kremsmueller.

In the middle of the nineties, the
evolution towards a complete
provider for industrial plants started:
the electrical and I&C technologies
were included in the portfolio. Today,
nearly half of the approximately
2,750 employees of Kremsmueller are
employed in this area.
www.kremsmueller.at

